Chinese Language Week
As part of Chinese Language Week we were visited by members of the Confucius Institute who introduced us to the skills of
Martial Arts and of Fan Dancing. The facilitators brought along a variety of beautiful fans and some ceremonial swords to
explain the importance of these traditions to their culture. Both groups had a great time with impressive results.

Room 5 Writing

We saw amazing weapons
like a Nine Section Whip
and three different types of
swords. The first sword
was a broadsword and we
also saw a straightsword.
Next we had to do all our
moves with our teacher.
TJ

It was Chinese Language Week and some
people came in to teach us a Fan Dance. I
said to myself “ I can’t wait to learn how to
fan dance.” Then BeiBei walked away.
There was a noise as the teacher pulled out
a pink fan then the place was quiet! Next
she pulled out a green and yellow fan …..
Chloe

“ Whoosh, whoosh” went the
pink Chinese fan as we had a play
around with the beautiful fans we were
going to work with. Then we started
dancing….
Suddenly music started flowing through
the school hall as we waved our fans all
around the hall. They were like doves
gracefully soaring through the sky.
Eva
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Happily we moved on to the epic
bit…. the weapon bit. I was
excited and cold so I started
hugging myself. One of my
favourite swords was the horse
sword, I can’t remember its
Chinese name but it was fun and
wobbly looking.
Liza

Love of Learning

Petone Beach Clean Up and talk from Sustainable Coastlines
On Wednesday we went to the beach to pick up rubbish. Kids hats flew off their heads. It was amazing because the dog went
to get one hat but the other one was too far so bye bye hat. We collected a lot of things like pop corn, glass, straws and lot and
lots of plastic. We had to wait for the the bus drivers to come back because they were finishing their lunch break so we got to
play. It was fun going to the
beach and I hope we
can go there again.
By

IMMORTAL PLASTIC
Plastic
Awful Deadly
Blowing Catching Clogging
Beach Sea Trees Rocks
Wrapping Trapping Bending
Immortal Stinky

Rubbish Haiku
Picking rubbish on the beach,
Finding lots of ugly rubbish that smells,
We had a yucky day
I was inspired to do this haiku by the amount of
rubbish we made and how much respect we
showed to the environment.
By Sophia

We wrote this diamante poem because we were upset about
the amount of rubbish on the beach. Lots of the rubbish we
found was plastic which takes a long time to break down
and there was also lots of smashed glass which actually
could have been recycled. We were worried about how this
will impact all the sea creatures and the birds around the

Clean our beaches
Take me out to the ocean
Take me out to the sea
Let us clean the beaches
For all eternity
Plastic, glass and waste
Makes a horrible paste
Let us clean the beaches
From all the horrible leeches

beach.
By Dominic and Eamonn

Rubbish Haiku
Rubbish is a pain
Weird things are sometimes rubbish
McDonald's chip bag

We were inspired to write this poem because of all the rubbish on the beaches and
in the sea.
By Maddy and Lily
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Rubbish

I was inspired to make this haiku when we
found so much rubbish from McDonalds
when we cleaned up the beach at Petone.
By Lucas
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